The survey on acute aortic syndrome by the Spanish Society of Cardiology reflects an important effort for monitoring both diagnostic pathways and therapeutic decision making around the difficult entity of acute aortic syndrome (AAS). The term “acute aortic syndrome” was coined some years ago and is increasingly recognized in the cardiovascular world as a heterogeneous group of patients with a similar clinical profile, presenting with a variety of acute aortic wall pathologies; while the subset of patients with full dissection is usually hypertensive and between 50 and 70 years of age, intramural hematomas, a precursor of dissection, and penetrating ulcers of the aorta are more frequently found in patients between ages 60 to 80 years. Conventionally, if the ascending aorta is involved, swift surgical repair should be considered in almost all cases according to current guidelines.

The authors of the Spanish registry also understand acute aortic syndrome as a spectrum of conditions ranging from intramural hematoma of the aortic wall to full dissection and symptomatic penetrating aortic ulcers; they collected comprehensive data from specialized tertiary centres in Spain that provided both 24 hours diagnostic and cardiac surgical services for any aortic condition. Thus, these hospitals may not necessarily reflect the usual standard of care, and may even deliver better care than the “real world.” Considering that the survey mostly derived data input from such tertiary centres it is particularly surprising that outcomes of patients with life-threatening aortic conditions were not improved despite documented improvement in diagnostic efficiency. On aggregate, the efforts of the Spanish Cardiac Society resulted in fact in demographic observations very similar to those made by the International Registry of Acute aortic Dissection (IRAD) on a broader scale with the finding of around 80% of classic dissection, 15% in the state of intramural hematoma (IMH), and 5% with symptomatic penetrating aortic ulcer (PAU).

Moreover, comorbidities, clinical symptoms, and age distribution were similar in Spain compared to the rest of the world. Similarly, both the diagnostic preferences and therapeutic strategies were pretty similar in Spain and in IRAD. In fact, similarities between observations in Spain and in the IRAD are not surprising; considering that IRAD is the largest international registry on aortic dissection now with more than 2200 patients under continuing surveillance since 1996, the Spanish data match very well with the global scheme derived from 18 participating hospitals using standardized record forms for patients with acute aortic syndromes, especially classic dissection.

Yet, what are the particular advantages and merits of this Spanish survey? First, the mere fact to generate national figures on outcomes and therapeutic strategies in a relatively low incidence, but high impact disease conditions deserves our respect and may certainly be instrumental to trigger the awareness of national health communities and hospital administration to install the appropriate algorithms in every hospital offering emergency care, and furthermore to create referral networks to transfer patients to tertiary care hospitals with “aortic care centers” in the attempt to eventually improve therapy and outcomes.

While with the proliferation of tomographic imaging especially CT scanning, the early consultation of cardiologists, and the slowly improving awareness the diagnostic recognition of AAS has improved, the outcomes of patients, even through diagnosed within 24 hours, has not followed suit, but remained sobering and serious with an overall in-hospital mortality of 35.4%; with proximal dissection in-hospital mortality reached as high as...
Sad, what scientific studies have shown as a proof of concept is still a challenge in the real world today.

41.1% although around 80% of patients underwent swift surgery, while distal dissection was associated with a 22.8% early mortality similar to IRAD. Compared to recent scientific studies and surveys in countries with managed care these figures are a cause of concern and could be either the sobering mirror of the real world or a reflection of inferior (or insufficient) therapy contrasting of improved diagnostic efforts. In other words, the national societies obviously offer enough diagnostic potential, but still need to improve therapeutic results. This however, is not easy considering the low incidence of the problem and the limited exposure of young surgeons during their career; moreover, the improved and more rapid diagnostic work-up leads automatically to less (unwanted) biological selection and more patients reaching a tertiary center in extremis (with a high chance to die intra- or postoperatively), who—earlier—would have died in the field (Figure).

Both observations, the relatively low incidence of the problem and the increasingly critical conditions of many patients with proximal AAS call for centers of excellence selected to cover a given geographical region; those centers should be connected to surrounding referring hospitals and emergency departments (themselves responsible for swift and correct diagnosis) and provide a 24/7 service for receive any acute and complicated case of AAS. Such structural efforts by health authorities together with continuously reiterated diagnostic training and awareness campaigns are likely to eventually also improve short-term outcomes and long-term prognosis of patients with acute aortic syndromes. Sadly, what scientific studies have shown as a proof of concept is still a challenge in the real world today.
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